
Appeat No. AT006000000021181 (Judgment)

BEFORE THE MAHARASHTRA REAL ESTATE

APPELLATE TRIBUNAL, MUMBAI

Appeal No' AT005000000021181
In

Complaint No. CC005000000055644

M/s. Sainath Builders and Developers
Shop No. 01, Manali CHS,

Tata Colony, OPP. HDFC Bank,

Mulund East, Mumbai - 81 ... Appellant

Versus

Mrs. Manasi Prashant Gore

4/202, t'4angal Aarti,

Kesar Bau9,

Swami Narayan TemPle,

Mulund East, Mumbai - 400 081 ... Respondent

Mr. Harshad thadbhade, Advocate for Appellant.

Mr. Sumit Kapure, C.A. for Respondent.

CORAM : SHRIRAM R' JAGTAP, MEMBER (J) &
DR. K. SHIVAJI, MEMBER (A)

DATE : 17th JANUARY, 2022.

(THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCING)

JU DGMENT

IPER: SHRIRAM R. JAGTAP, MEMBER (l)l

This Appeal emanates from the order dated 04.01.2019

passed by learned Member-1, Maharashtra Real Estate Regulatory

Authorlty, Mumbai, in Complaint No. CCo06000000055644,

whereby the learned Authority has directed Respondent/Promoter
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Appeal No. AT006000000021181 (ludgment)

to pay interest to the Complainant on the money paid at the rate

prescribed by MahaRERA w.e.f.01.05.2017 till the delivery date

of actual possesslon of the flat.

2. Appellant is a'Developer'and Respondent is an'Allottee'

Both the parties will be hereinafter referred to as Developer and

Complainant respectivelY.

3. The facts that lead to filing of this Appeal are stated

briefly as under:

Complainant booked flat No. 402 in the project 'Manali

CHS' of the Respondent situated at lululund, l4umbai, under a

registered deed of agreement dated 07.03.2013. Complainant

filed the complaint against the Respondent alleging that despite

having paid amount of Rs. 76,99,860/- towards consideration, the

Developer has failed and neglected to deliver possession of the

flat upto 30.01.2015 as stipulated in registered agreement for

sale (AFS). The Complainant further alleged that the Respondent

has failed to obtain Occupancy Ceftificate (OC) from the

competent authority. In reliefs, directions were sought to

Developer i) To apply for and obtain oC and to handover

possession of the flat immediately ii) to prepare and forward the
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Application of the membership in the association of allottees and

new allottees (other than old members of the society) shall be

made member of the Society, iii) to pay interest on the amount

paid from agreed date of possession, iv) to pay compensation to

the Complainant for facing hardship due to delayed possession

After hearing the parties, the learned Authority

passed the impugned order. It is recorded in the impugned order

by learned Authority that the Developer submitted that he had

offered flt out possession to the buyers including the

Complainant. Developer could not obtain OC because of some

internal dispute. It is further recorded in the order that Developer

further submitted that all the disputes have been resolved and

now he will obtain OC very soon. The learned Authority further

recorded in the order that although the construction work is

competent authority. Accordingly, the learned Authority was

pleased to pass impugned order

The impugned order is under challenge in this

Appeal, primarily, on the following grounds:
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complete, the Respondent was not able to obtain OC from the
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Appeal No. AT006000000021181 (ludgment)

i) The learned Authority failed to appreciate that the construction

of the project was completed well within stipulated period and the

flt out possession is being offered to the Complainant

ii) The Learned Authority ought to have considered that the

Appellant is entitled to have reasonable extenslon of time for

obtaining OC, since the process of OC is in progress.

iii) The learned Authority failed to consider clause No. 9 (iv) of

AFS which specifically provides that the Developer is entitled to

reasonable extension of time for completion of project

iv) The learned Authorlty failed to consider that it was never the

intention of Complainant to take possession of apartment and she

only intended to make a return on investment

v) The learned Authority has erred in passing the impugned order

without appreciating factual matrix and arrived at wrong

conclusion that the Complainant is entitled to interest on her

investment

We have heard learned Adv, I\4r. Harshad

Bhadbhade for Appellant and learned C. A. Mr. Sumit Kapure for

Respondent.

The submissions advanced by learned Adv. Mr

Harshad Bhadbhade are nothing but reiteration of contents of
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Appeal No. AT006000000021181 (Jldgment)

memo of Appeal. However, Adv. Harshad Bhadbhade has added

that the building was completed in 2014. Fit out possession of the

apartments was given to the members of the Society The

learned Adv. has invited our attention to notice dated 10.06 2016

issued by Assistant Engineer (building proposal) Municipal

Corporator Bombay to Mr. Vikas Pevekar and poignantly

submitted that the Complainant has relied on this document and

this letter clearly lndicates that the members of the Society are in

possession of the respective apartments. It is not in dispute that

development work has been almost completed 1000/o but due to

dispute which arose between partners of Developeri Appellant,

the Developer could not apply for OC. After considering the

circumstances of the case, it can be said that Section 18 of RERA

does not attract and the learned Authority cannot direct the

Developer to pay interest to Complainant on her investment. The

submissions advanced by C. A. Mr. Sumit Kapure appearing for

Complainant is nothing but reiteration of contents of complaint,

However, the learned C, A. Mr. Sumit Kapure has submitted that

the members of old Society have illegally occupied the

apartments. It is not in dispute that the Developer has not

obtained OC till date and therefore the possession of members of

s/ra
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Appeal No. AT006000000021181 (ludgment)

the old Society is illegal. The Complalnant has not accepted the fit

out possession of the flat. The Developer has not demanded last

instalment from the Respondent, this itself is sufficient to show

that the Complainant has not accepted the fit out possession of

the flat. The Developer has not received full oC from the

competent authority till date. Therefore, the Developer is not in a

position to handover the possession of the flat to Complainant'

8. From the pleadings, rlval submissions and

documents relled upon by the parties, the point that arises for

our consideration is,

"whether the impugned order calls for interference?" in this

Appeal and to this, our flnding is in the negative for the reasons

to follow:

REASONS

9. The Developer claims that the Develop€r has

completed the proiect within time frame but the Developer could

not obtain OC because of some internal dispute ln 2015 there

arose a dispute between the partners of Appellant partnership

firm. By order dated 25 06.2015, the Hon'ble High Court

appointed arbitrator to resolve the dispute and on 28 06 2018,

the Arbltrator was pleased to pass award in the matter' The only
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Appeal No. 4T006000000021181 (ludgment)

reason given by Appellant for failure to obtain OC is dispute that

arose between the partners of the Appellant partnership firm.

This reason is also claimed as 'reason beyond its control' by

Appellant. It is true that under the RERA, 2016 extension of

perlod can be sought only on the ground of 'force majeure'.

Moreover war, draught, flood, fire, cyclone, earthquake and any

other natural calamities of such natures come within the ambit of

force majeure.It is worthy to note that the due date of handing

over possession of flat is fixed by Promoter after ascertaining all

favourable and unfavourable circumstances for completing

construction of the project and for post compliance i.e. for

obtaining OC. So, Promoter used to flx due date in anticipatlon of

such adverse circumstances to complete the project which are

beyond the control. Therefore, in our opinion, the dispute

betvveen the partners of Appellant partnership firm does not fall

within the ambit of'force majeure'ot 'reason beyond the control

of Appellant'.

10. It is specific case of Appellant that after completion

of construction of project, the Developer has offered fit out

possession to the members of the Society/Allottees including the

Complalnant. It is signiflcant to note that the Appellant has not
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Appeal No. AT006000000021181 (ludgment)

obtained OC. Despite this he handed over flt out possession of

the flats to the Allottees and the Allottees have illegally occupied

the flats in the building. Sections 3 and 6 of MOFA indlcate that

Promoter has obligation to provide the Occupation Certificate to

the flat owners. The Appellant has time and again failed to

provide the OC to Society or flat purchasers. Owing to the failure

of the Appellant to obtain the OC, there has been a direct impact

on the members of the Society i.e. Allottees who have illegally

occupied the flats. The flat purchasers may have to incur

increased amount towards the property tax and water charges.

Continuous failure to obtain an OC is a breach of the obligations

imposed on the Appellant under the MoFA and amounts to a

continuing wrong. The material produced on record by the

Appellant more particularly notices (which are at page Nos. 131

and 132) issued by Authority of Municipal Corporation of Greater

Ivlumbai (MCGM) to Mr. Vikas Pevekar would clearly indicate the

impact of failure of the Appellant to obtain the OC on the flat

occupiers. Asslstant Engineer I4CGM has directed lvlr. Pevekar to

vacate the flat as he has occupied the flat without OC. Thus, it is

crystal clear that the Appellant has given the possession of the

flats to Allottees without obtalning OC. RE&q Does not recognise
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the concept of fit out possession. RERA casts obligation on

Promoter to intimate handing over of possession on receipt of OC

and as per Section 19(10) of RERA, an Allottee has to take

possession within a period of two months from the date of receipt

of OC.

11. It is significant to note that, the complainant has

denied the offer of fit out possession. The record shows that till

the date, the Respondent has not handed over possession of the

flat to Complainant. Section 18(1) of the Act spells out the

consequences if the Promoter fails to complete or is unable to

give possession of an apartment, plot or building either in terms

of the AFS or to complete the project by the date specified

thereln or on account of discontinuous of his business as a

Developer either on account of suspension or revocation of the

registration under the Act or for any other reason, the

Allottee/homebuyer holds an unqualified right to seek refund of

the amount with interest at such rate as may be prescribed in this

behalf. The Allottee has liberty, if he does not intend to withdraw

from the project, will be required to be paid interest by the

Promoter for every months'delay in handing over possession at

such rate as may be prescribed.
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Since the Developer has failed to give possession

of the flat to Complainant, therefore the learned Authority has

directed the Developer to pay interest on the amount paid in

accordance with the provisions of Section 18 of RERA. Therefore,

we are of the considered view that the impugned order does not

call for interference in this Appeal. We, therefore, proceed to pass

the following order

ORDER

i) Appeal No. 4T006000000021181 is dismissed.

ii) The Appellant shall pay costs of Rs. 20,000/- to

Respondent/Complainant.

iii) Pending [4lsc. Application, if any, stands disposed

of accordingly.

iv) Copy of this judgment be sent to the Authority and

parties as per Section 44(4) of RERA, 2016
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